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The financial markets are becoming more and more complex, with trading not only of stocks, but also of numerous
types of financial derivatives. Options and derivative securities account for more than half the modern market
and the basic tools for risk hedging in any portfolio management. The development of mathematical models to
understand the relationship among complicated financial instruments has enabled the proliferation of these instruments
which enhance the efficiency of worldwide capital markets. Consequently, the development of new computational
techniques for the accurate evaluation of such complex financial models has considerable financial worth in addition
to constituting cutting-edge research.
The development of modern option pricing began with the publication of the Black Scholes option pricing formula
in 1973. Black and Scholes [1] and Merton [2] showed that pricing a European option is equivalent to solving a
certain parabolic PDE under some simplifying assumptions. This pricing paradigm has revolutionized the financial
world and many efforts have gone into extending this framework to other options, in particular to American options
which are the most frequent type of traded options. The European option can be exercised only at the expiry date
whereas an American option has the additional feature that exercise is permitted at any time during the life of the
option. Consequently, pricing of an American option is more complicated since at each time we have to determine
not only the option value but also whether or not it should be exercised (early exercise constraint). This makes the
valuation of an American option a free-boundary problem. Typically at each time there is a particular value of the
asset, which marks the boundary between two regions: to one side we should hold the option and to the other side
we should exercise it. Assuming that investors act optimally, the value of an American option cannot fall below the
value that would be obtained if it were exercised early. Effectively, this means that the American option early-exercise
feature transforms the original linear European pricing PDE into a nonlinear PDE.
Exotic derivatives are also gaining increasing importance as financial instruments and are traded in large quantities
in OTC (Over the Counter) markets. Valuation of exotic options, such as options with multiple-strike prices, complex
digital options, Asian options and barrier options, are particularly challenging for traditional computational techniques
which can perform inaccurately due to the discontinuities in the payoff functions or their derivatives. Large errors may
also occur in estimating the hedging parameters such as delta and gamma values, even though the prices appear to be
correct. The non-smooth data can further lead to serious degradation in the convergence of the numerical schemes.
Analytical solutions of the Black–Scholes model of American option problems are seldom available, hence such
derivatives must be priced by accurate, stable and efficient numerical techniques. Recent years have seen the develop-
ment of several numerical PDE approaches for the valuation of path-dependent options. In addition, the complexity
of financial contracts has increased dramatically. A portfolio of investments can have a number of assets as well as
a variety of option contracts. Option contracts can have more than one underlying asset and different types of payoff
functions. Moreover, numerical inversion of the Black–Scholes equation based on data from different strikes and fixed
maturity produces the so-called volatility skew or smile, contrary to the model’s assumption on constant volatility;
consequently, the model cannot capture features like heavy tails and asymmetries. Other models are being investigated
to overcome these problems such as stochastic-volatility models, jump-diffusion models and Le´vy models.
This special issue is devoted to the numerical PDE approach for the valuation of option pricing models. Such
computational methods involve mesh-free methods based on Radial Basis Functions, Sparse Grid, Discontinuous
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Galerkin, Finite Element as well as Finite Difference. We would like to thank the anonymous referees for their diligent
and candid reviews. In addition, we thank Ben Sommeijer and LucWuytack, editors of JCAM, for their support during
this endeavor.
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